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Introduction to ValueView®  

About ValueView® method 

ValueView® is a method that uses a survey to continuously measure the value of tasks and 

processes within the organization, supported by a dedicated IT system. ValueView® measures 

importance and sufficiency of tasks for their beneficiaries, i.e. internal and external clients. 

Beneficiaries are the main data providers to estimate the value of tasks for the organization. 

Results are expressed in ValueView® Indicators which may trigger immediate improvements in 

organizational performance.  

 

Employee participation 

Every employee and manager receives a “compass” as a result of the survey. The compass allows 

them to independently redesign and reprioritize tasks and objectives based on input from clients, 

aligned with the company’s objectives and clients’ interests. Regular surveys establish employee 

self-assessment processes, which are modern, business-oriented and simple and which replace 

the traditional time-consuming and subjective employee assessments. ValueView® is a way of 

encouraging employees’ real participation in improving individual output, customer satisfaction 

and organizational effectiveness. 

 

Self-calibrating  mechanism 

The active employee participation produces a self-calibration mechanism in an organization.  

It brings about thousands of micro-changes that create a continuous, bottom-up process  

of efficiency improvement. The self-calibrating process is consistent with clients’ expectations due 

to the focus on the beneficiaries of the tasks and processes. 

 

Job descriptions automatically updated 

As a result of the ValueView® questionnaire, the company will be provided with updated job 

descriptions. They may be utilized in a recruitment process, job evaluation and planning. 

 

Mapping of organization processes 

The data provided by ValueView® may be used for mapping organizational processes. The maps 

show actual bottlenecks and under and over-potential expressed in a Value index. The process 

maps are up-dated automatically. 
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Indicators for the participant 
 

Sufficiency Index™ 106 % 

Importance Index™ 84 % 

Fit Index™ -26 % 

General recommendation Invest with caution 

 

Consolidated results 

Task (Time) Efficiency Opportunity Recommendation 

Ad hoc financial reports (20%) 20 % Invest decisively 

Data for MSE analysis (10%) 13 % Invest with caution 

Demand weekly analysis for products (25%) 8 % Tailored to the needs 

Visiting Clients 5/week (15%) -13 % Optimize with caution 

DRE database - updated monthly (10%) -20 % Optimize decisively 

Monthly marketing reports (15%) -77 % Optimize decisively 

Detailed list of the results for tasks 

Monthly marketing reports 

Beneficiary  Importance Sufficiency Comment 

Management Board extremely low very low 
I suggest reviewing content with all beneficiaries. 

Some parts should be reduced. 

Logistic supervisor not helpful not helpful - 
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Visiting Clients 5/week 

Beneficiary  Importance Sufficiency Comment 

Logistic supervisor as expected very low 
Data should be entered automatically after 

cursory inspection. 

Sales Manager as expected extremely high  - 

Demand weekly analysis for all products 

Beneficiary  Importance Sufficiency Comment 

Coordinator extremely low extremely low We need all market data in one spreadsheet. 

FGB Company very low very low 
We need more data for the European market.  

The content to be agreed. 

Analyst  very low very high - 

Ad hoc financial reports 

Beneficiary  Importance Sufficiency Comment 

Controller extremely low extremely low 
- 

Analyst 
as expected as expected The content and the timing are perfect.  

Suggest improving graphic layout and the cover. 

Data for MSE analysis 

Beneficiary  Importance Sufficiency Comment 

Controller as expected extremely low - 

Ziutek Cylorz as expected extremely high 
Second part of the MSE report to be reduced.  

No need for daily reporting of MMG dynamics. 

DRE database - updated monthly 

Beneficiary  Importance Sufficiency Comment 

Analyst as expected very high Good job! 
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Key 
 

Importance -  measures the importance (a combination of usefulness and priority) of a task or 

tasks from the viewpoint of the beneficiaries and their goals/objectives. 

 

Sufficiency -  measures the engagement level (time consumption) of a task or tasks performed in 

the job against the expectations and needs of their beneficiaries, as perceived by the 

beneficiaries. Low sufficiency means that not enough time is spent on the task(s). Low sufficiency 

indicates a high efficiency opportunity of the task. 

 

Efficiency Opportunity - an algorithm connecting a given task value and the cost of its 

performance. Neutral efficiency opportunity = 0%. The efficiency opportunity of the evaluated 

tasks does not take the efficiency opportunity of the whole company into account. 

 

Fit Index™ is a measurement of the suitability of the job to the company’s needs. Fit Index™  

is always expressed in negative values. Values from 0% to 15% mean a high level match of the job 

to the company’s needs. The lower the level of the index, the higher the level of mismatch. Low 

values of Fit Index™ (below 25%) indicate the necessity of restructuring. 
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